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What do we mean by “missing”?

• In STEM education, whether in the curriculum, 
extra-curricular, or external programs, mathematics 
is usually presented with
– “Trust us!”
–Hand-waving
–Little (if any) context or background



Or perhaps “missing” ≈ in service of?

“Some people put the M under the STE, 
showing that math is actually the basis of it all. 
But then that falls into/promotes the idea that 
math is a utilitarian subject, a tool for solving 
complicated other problems.” 

--James Tanton
Mathematical Association of America Mathematician-at-Large



Where is it missing?
• Science fairs: The former director of the Santa Fe Alliance 

for Science, which runs or supports science fairs and their 
judging in New Mexico observed that very few science fair 
projects are driven by mathematics  

• External or extracurricular programs 
– New Mexico’s Supercomputing Challenge 

(A 27-year old computational science research project for secondary 
students. Students are in most cases told which mathematics to use by their 
scientist-mentors.)

• Science and computer science courses



• Mathematics as the driver
– It is then the hard-won and newly gained understanding of the 

mathematics involved that spurs students to use the tools of 
computational and computer science to extend and enrich their 
understanding of the math

• Not limited to computational approaches
– Starting with a math circle investigation of the mathematics 

could be used for leading into investigations in any of the 
sciences

An alternative approach



Outline of Workshop

1. Overview
2. Requisite math circle starters
3. Circle #1
4. Circle #1, with computation
5. Circle #2
6. Circle #3, with computation
7. Current experiences, plans
8. Wrap, resources

Please ask 
questions as 
we go!



• Students (or Teachers!)
– learn how to be mathematically creative in an informal setting  
– work together to create new questions, devise new approaches to 

problems, make conjectures, prove theorems, and enjoy beautiful 
mathematical ideas

– practice math techniques and concepts, includes notation, terms, 
computational techniques, and conventions. 

– learn about logic, proofs, asking good mathematical questions, how to 
attack problems, dealing with being stuck, defining new terms, and 
using pictures, diagrams, and tables appropriately.

– work with peers in the context of mathematical investigation, 
communicating effectively in verbal and written form, balancing 
personal emotional needs against those of the group, and enjoying the 
process of mathematical discovery.

What is a Math Circle?



• appropriate for K-12 to adults
• problems start from an easily grasped place—perhaps involving some 

physical object or manipulative—and build to a more generalized 
understanding of the area of mathematics involved.

• require discovery and invention—constructing mathematics from our 
innate (and teachable) ability to perceive patterns.

• perseverance through difficult problems often unlike any the student has 
seen before (Common Core Math Standard #1)

• seldom start in any familiar place, and may seem to make little sense at 
first—but are highly attractive mysteries

• participants must learn the standard “tools of the trade” of problem 
solving, such as working backwards, finding invariants, drawing pictures, 
making tables, the extreme principal, making a simpler problem/scale 
down, wishful thinking, and looking for symmetry

Math Circle Characteristics



The Investigation Cycle
• Take standard K-12 

math circles 
activities and extend 
or integrate them 
with computational 
science and 
visualization

• The mathematics 
drive the exploration 
and the students are 
grounded in the 
nascent 
mathematical 
understanding



First Circle: Candy Sharing!

• Author: A. Serenevy
– Riverbend Math Center, South Bend, Indiana

• Materials: plastic tiles, paper & pencil
• STEM Symposium (abbreviated) Math Circle

– Typical circles run 1-1.5 hours



First Circle Activity: 
Candy Sharing

• Please form groups of (ideally 3, no more 
than 4) as we distribute “candy”

• Demo Game
• Challenge lab sheets will come later.



Candy Sharing 
Computationally

• Lab sheets are available
• Our demo uses NetLogo 
• Nick will present the investigation, but the 

materials will be available online at the Math 
Circles of New Mexico Collaborative website

• We also have materials for investigating this 
with any spreadsheet



Project Summary: Candy Sharing
• The math circle activity (Author: A. Serenevy)

– “Students learn a candy sharing game with a simple rule for passing candy around the 
circle. Students will experiment to figure out how to make the game stop, end in a fixed 
point, or end in a cycle depending on the amount of starting candy, the number of people 
playing, and the initial distribution of candy.” Topics: Dynamical Systems, Number 
Patterns

• The computational extension
– Activity class: Algorithm variations and parameter space investigation
– Setting: Computer science course
– Students build or use a dynamic agent-based NetLogo model to rapidly explore different 

conditions, varying number of players, total amount and distribution of candy
– Using  NetLogo’s Behavior Space facility, students can automate large-scale exploration of 

parameter spaces over these variables
– Students can explore alternative sharing algorithms by coding procedures that sequence 

the candy sharing steps differently



Candy Sharing Computationally

• Software: 
1. NetLogo agent-based model of sharers & candy
2. Netlogo “Behavior Space” exploration varying 

numbers of players and candies
3. Spreadsheet analysis of Behavior Space data, with 

plots
4. Pure spreadsheet approach to modeling Candy 

Sharing



Candy Sharing: Basic Agent-based Model



Candy Sharing: Agent-based Model
with Cycle Plot



So where next with the model?

• What could you (or your students) do with this 
model?

• What would you like to do?
• What questions would you ask?



For example…

• What is the smallest amount of candy that you 
can use if you want to guarantee that the game 
will never stop no matter how the leader 
distributes the candy? (from the Challenges 
handout)



Candy Sharing: Parameter Sweep



Candy Sharing: Spreadsheet Model



Computational Approach Elements

• Visualization of data and dynamics
• Exhaustive data explorations
• Parameter space sweeps
• Constructing models

– Conceptual
– Agent-based
– Mathematical



I. Multiple modes to mathematical 
insight and investigation

• First, the math circle mode
– “Messing around” and gaining a handhold
– Learning to have mathematical discussions
– Problem solving approaches: working backwards, 

finding invariants, drawing pictures, making tables, 
the extreme principal, making a simpler 
problem/scale down, wishful thinking, and looking 
for symmetry

– Representation of information to see patterns and 
scaffold your increasing understanding

– First conjectures about problem



II. Multiple modes to mathematical 
insight and investigation

• The computational investigation mode
– Learning the computational tool(s)
– Designing an approach, trying ideas out
– Representations of data: tables, plots, dynamic 

models, agents to represent people/entities, 
visualizations

– Parameter space sweeps to make more tests than 
humanly possible

– The development cycle
– Further conjectures and their testing



III. Multiple modes to mathematical 
insight and investigation

• The conjecture, proof, and presentation
– Analysis of problem, questions asked
– Results presented
– Conjectures explained
– Early steps into proof, analytical with computational 

supports
– Defense of work
– Example: Math Wrangles, Supercomputing Challenge

• Results: Deepening grasp of the mathematics and 
of how computational tools can help



Second Circle: 
Boomerang Fractions

• Authors: Serenevy, Klein, Zucker, et al
– Riverbend Math Center, University of Ohio, Julia 

Robinson Math Festivals
• Materials: paper & pencil, handouts
• Computational tools: 

– spreadsheets (basic/intermediate)
– Python (advanced)



Second Circle Activity: 
Boomerang Fractions

• Stay in your groups as we distribute lab sheets
• Challenge lab sheets will come later



Project Summary: Boomerang Fractions
• The math circle activity (Authors: Serenevy, Klein, Zucker, et al)

– “Choose a fraction m/n. Begin a sequence of numbers with 1. To get the 
next number of the sequence, add m/n. On subsequent steps either add 
m/n or take the reciprocal. We say that the longevity of the fraction is the 
minimum number of steps needed to return to 1.” Topics: Sequences, 
Number Theory

• The computational extension
– Activity class: Computation, enumeration, & algorithms
– Setting: Math circle, computer science course, math class, external STEM program
– Students create a spreadsheet using randomly-generated sequences , then enumeration. If a 

CS class then more sophisticated, generalized, and versatile solutions written in Python, etc.
– Particularly easy here to teach students how to use the initial tool—the ubiquitous 

spreadsheet.
– Students in computer science courses can explore solution algorithms



Boomerang Fractions 
Computationally

• Computational tools: 
– Today: spreadsheets (basic/intermediate)
– Python (advanced)

• Two approaches using spreadsheets
– Exploiting randomness
– Enumeration



Boomerang Fractions 
Computationally

• Lab sheets are available for those with 
computers with a spreadsheet

• Our demo uses MS Excel, but any 
spreadsheet will do



Boomerang Fractions: Random Choice

Here we see a 1 
is reached in 
column M

Here we see a 1 
is reached in 
column M



Boomerang Fractions: Enumeration



Boomerang Fractions: Solution



The Activity Setting Matters
• What sort of knowledge and skills with 

computational tools can we assume the students 
bring to the table?

• This depends in part on the setting:
– Computer science class
– Math circle
– Mathematics course
– Extra-curricular program
– External STEM program

• We have chosen one of these settings for each of 
our examples



Student background and depth of approach
• No background in modeling or programming

– Using the model or creating a basic spreadsheet following some 
introductory lessons

– Focus on visualization and varied representations of the system

• Modest knowledge of modeling or programming tools
– Adding to or modifying code
– Parameter space exploration
– More advanced spreadsheet use

• Advanced modeling or programming experience
– Writing code
– Designing and programming models
– Creating parameter space sweep, consolidating data (e.g. w/pivot tables)



Current Implementation

• Use widely available, free, cross-platform 
tools
– Visualization of data and dynamics using NetLogo and 

spreadsheet plots
– Exhaustive data exploration and enumeration using 

spreadsheets and Python
– Parameter space sweeps using NetLogo BehaviorSpace
– Agent-based and systems dynamics model building using 

NetLogo or Vensim



Final Circle: Switching Light Bulbs

• Authors: Stan Wagon, Glenn Trewitt, Joshua 
Zucker
– Macalester College, Car Talk, Julia Robinson Math 

Festivals
• Materials: “playing board”, standard card decks, 

paper & pencil, handouts
• Computational tool: spreadsheet



Our approach in early use
• Tsehootsooi PLC 

– Grades 5 & 6 math circle
– Folding Fractals activity
– Computer lab using NetLogo model and beginning 

programming in NetLogo

• Los Lunas Middle School
– Successful 2016-17 New Mexico Supercomputing Challenge 

team. Nick Bennett was one of the judges, though not 
involved with their project. James Taylor was an advisor.

– Boomerang Fractions activity
– Excel spreadsheet investigation



Upcoming Teacher Math Workshop

• Northern New Mexico College
• For secondary teachers
• July 10-19 (July 17-19 mornings-only practicum)
• Traditional math circles and the “Missing ‘M’” 

computational integration with circles presented 
here today

• https://sites.google.com/a/nnmc.edu/stem-mentor-collective/



Questions?



Resources

Sample Missing “M” activity sheet packets up 
front!
Slideshow, spreadsheets, models, applications & 
handouts (more to be available by early July):

http://www.mathcirclesnm.org/missing-m/nmstem2017
http://www.mathcirclesnm.org/

James Taylor jtaylor@sfprep.org
Nicholas Bennett nickbenn@g-r-c.com 

http://www.mathcirclesnm.org/missing-m/jmm2017
http://www.mathcirclesnm.org/missing-m/jmm2017
http://www.mathcirclesnm.org/missing-m/jmm2017
mailto:jtaylor@sfprep.org
mailto:nickbenn@g-r-c.com
mailto:nickbenn@g-r-c.com
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